H.O.T. Mexican Run. #2342, Banyo.
Hares, H Handjob, O Octopussy, T Tinkerbell. 050115.
Mosquitoes were breeding in all the puddles in the park as we waited for the start, with
Bugs quoting the ways they find us, heat, co2, movement, all very educational. Hares
Octopussy and Tinkerbell looking like true gringos, Handjob a local, posed for a photo with
all the other Cisco Kids, XXXX, Vaso, Grewsome, Bugs, Scruffy and Snappy had the big hats.
The good news the runners trail did not go through 2 metre deep water as planned, the bad
news, just lots of puddles and shiggy was our departure instruction. The walkers were being
led by F Nut [more about that later] the runners led out via Banyo train station by Cameltoe
and JC past Vasos old surgery. A few good checks caught the fast Grewsome and birthday
boy Even Optus so LAP was still with the pack. The first water was found at the side of the
golf club then on to Nundah Creek to run beside it, thankfully not crossing it as it was in
minor flood. Cameltoe was pumping Catgut for info on who was a good surgeon for his
buggered knee as he was leaping fences and streams, sounds like a dodgy compo claim. JC
took a good dive on a lawyer vine across the path, no damage done. Good CBs into the
scrub kept an injured Irish and Anchovy in touch with the pack. We exited the water near
Nudgee Rec Reserve for a good bitumen road run home, XXXX lingering to make sure LAP
and others emerged the swamps intact. For a change the runners beat the walker’s home at
about 45 mins due to walkmaster F Nut missing a 30 metre diameter roundabout and doing
an extra block.
Even Optus shouted the pack an esky full of beer to celebrate his 60 th; this was attacked
before the Hash esky was sighted. The hares then put on the best homemade Mexican food
as well at no charge, all very good and who cared about the odd mozzie. An ice filled
crapper was waiting for Monk Royal Screws nominations, good for beer cooling until then.
Cameltoe was nominated just because he turned up, LAP for talking in the circle and women
things, Vaso for pouring red wine over his family after the boxing day run at Mooloolaba,
Scruffy the SES volunteer for hanging around schools and C Toe for his medical out on the
run with Catgut. The big cheer for SOTW went to Craft [an ex Gisbon Nolan] for a recent riot
at Gisbon organised by all his relatives.
Whale closed the circle with the Hash anthem and the blue version of Happy Birthday for
Optus. Thanks Hares and Optus for the free food and beer, XXXX and committee for the
seamless organising so early in the year. Maybe a run of the year nomination?
Run 9, cut short by floods so we beat the lost walkers. Food/ Beer, 10, all free, Circle 8, good
laughs made up for the odd Mozzie.
On on, Turbo.

